
Daniel Ainoko
Mobile Developer
Mobile Developer adept at crafting high-performance 
applications for today's mobile-centric environment.

daniel-a.netlify.app

 thecodedaniel@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/daniel-ainoko

+234 817 877 5092

github.com/TheCodeDaniel

My Experience
Skills & Tech Stack

Education

Advanced Diploma in Software 
Engineering (ADSE)

Bachelor of Engineering (BEng)

Backend  - PHP (Laravel), Firebase

Frontend  - Flutter

Database - MySQL, Firebase

Programming Language -  Dart, 
PHP

Git, Github, JSON, Console, Google 
Cloud, Android, Cross platform 
development, IOS Development, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Motocar - Flutter Developer Colombia (Remote) | Dec. 2023 - Jan. 2024

 Lead the development team in creating a logistics mobile app for 
users and drivers, ensuring a seamless user experience by overseeing 
the platform using Flutter, Firebase and Google Cloud console.

 Implemented and adhered to industry best practices for securing user 
data, payment information, and communication channels within the 
ride - sharing app.

 Regularly assessed and addressed potential security vulnerabilities to 
maintain the highest standards of data protection and user trust.

Methrex - Fullstack Developer Nigeria (Remote) | June. - Oct. 2023

 Lead the development of a cutting-edge fintech mobile app, 
incorporating top-notch technology to meet industry standards using 
Flutter and robust Laravel.

 Managed a pivotal fintech mobile app, annually generating a robust 
revenue exceeding $10,000, showcasing leadership in project 
execution and financial impact especially as a startup company.

 Implemented a streamlined Continuous Integration/Deployment 
Pipeline, covering processes such as integration, pull requests, code 
reviews, and comprehensive testing (load/stress, unit, integration, and 
end-to-end).

eApp - Flutter Developer Nigeria (Remote) | Aug. - Oct. 2023

 Implemented enterprise applications for E app's Content Experiment 
Platforms using Flutter. This project is online scheduling app.

 Designed and developed systems facilitating marketers to perform 
various optimization experiments within the E app’s ecosphere. This 
constitutes of a user, admin and security app.

Flutter AI - Flutter Developer Nigeria (Remote) | March. 2023

 Lead the development team to craft an open-source AI flutter app, this 
app uses the features of chatGPT and DALL- E for image and text 
generation based on user request.

 Conducted thorough research to guide feature development, focusing 
on improving the app's usability, efficiency, and overall user 
satisfaction which was very successful

Others -

APTECH Computer Education

The University of Bolton

State management - Bloc, 
Riverpod, Provider
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